Abstract -The integro-differential equation ( IDE) of a th ree-dimensional ( 3-D) electr omagnetic excitation problem of unclosed surfaces is numerically treated by means of the novel direct solver.
I. INTRODUCTION
The integral equation technique is the only universal calculation method needed for simulating of reflectors of both small and large sizes. The electric field integral equation (EFIE) was usually discretized by Galerkin-type procedures, the method of moments (MoM) or similar method of subdomains [1] [2] . However, for the vast majority of published investigations, small unclosed 3-D screens brought to calculation are of rather simple geometry (flat plates, corner reflectors etc.). The other discrete models having the advantage of controlled accuracy (usually, axial excitation problems of spherical screens depend on analytical regularization [3]), could be hardly extended to different surfaces and the cases of inclined incident waves.
Unlike EFIE-MoM techniques, the proposed numerical method is based upon expansion of surface current densities into dual Fourier series with the factor such that Meixner's conditions on the edge are satisfying "automatically". Such approach (being the generalization of associated 2-D problem [4]) allows crucially new numerical results to be obtained. RCS curves behavior as the number of members of dual Fourier series is increasing testifies the internal convergence of the numerical method. Obtained RCS patterns of spherical and parabolic caps are in good is agreement with those of physical optics (PO) and physical theory of diffraction (PTD) approximation. Then the next integral representation for the total field can be derived:
Initially consider observation point to lie exterior to surface from the side of the chosen normal direction, but nearby it.
. Then, after special transformation of 2 I , placing the observation point onto surface, and satisfying boundary conditions ( 0 | )
, we obtain from (1) IDE:
We look for the IDE (2) solution in spherical coordinates as a truncated dual Fourier series (2) system of two equations: , and r -a distance between observation and integration points. Consider the derivative of (3), which has the greatest difficulty to be calculated. Further assessments for integrals and derivatives will be concretised for the case of a paraboloid of revolution . Subtracting the main singularity in (4), we obtain an integral considered as a value principle, which is to be calculated by a quadrature formula with a singular weight The developed methodology of integro-differential equation is described for the numerical analyses o ele
